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1. INTRODUCTION 
In recent papers [2,9] necessary conditions were derived for optimal 
control problems involving functional differential systems where the trajec- 
tories must satisfy function space terminal conditions such as ~(0) = {(S), 
0 E PI - h, ti], 4 being some given function. Jacobs and Kao used the 
Lagrange Multiplier Rule [13] in function space to obtain necessary conditions, 
for optimality for problems with general nor&car retarded systems while 
Banks and Kent arrived at equivalent conditions for problems concerned 
with a wide class of nonlinear systems of neutral type by employing the 
abstract extremal approach due to Neustadt [15]. In both papers it was shown 
that for normal problems involving linear systems, the necessary conditions 
are also sufficient in case certain convexity hypotheses are satisfied. The. 
conditions obtained by Banks and Kent were applicabIe to problems with 
very general restraints on the controls (u(t) E U(t)) but no results at all 
concerning normality were discussed in detail. A number of examples 
utilizing the sufficiency results were presented, demonstrating that the class 
of normal problems is nonvacuous. Jacobs and Kao’ were able to establis;li 
normality for a class of problems with unrestrained controls (z&) E Km), but 
only under rather severe assumptions on the systems. In this paper we show 
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that, under relatively weak assumptions on the systems (see Hl-H3 in 
Section 2) one can derive the above-mentioned necessary conditions with 
normality assured for a wide class of control problems for neutral systems 
$t) = A,(t) *(t i h) + A,(t) x(t) + A&) x(t - h) + B(t) 24(t) (1.1) 
with unconstrained L, controls. 
In Section 2 general notation and problem formulation for systems (1.1) 
are detailed. The idea of the attainable set in function space and its augmented 
form and saturation are introduced. For the problems considered here, these 
are natural generalizations of well-known and often used concepts [12]. 
Under the hypotheses Hl-H3 it is shown in Section 3 that the attainable set 
is a closed linear variety in Wi’). This enables one to conclude that the satura- 
tion of the augmented attainable set is closed convex with nonempty interior 
relative to an appropriately chosen Hilbert space. In this Hilbert space one 
can establish the existence of the needed supporting hyperplanes through the 
boundary points of the saturation of the augmented attainable set. Then 
necessary conditions for integral quadratic cost problems can be derived 
using standard geometric ideas. This is done in Theorem 4.1, where normality 
is guaranteed. In fact, it is shown in Theorem 4.2 that one can actually obtain 
necessary conditions with normality for problems with general Lagrange 
costs and systems (1.1) by applying the Lagrange Multiplier Rule cited above. 
The hypotheses Hl-H3 arise out of an attempt to show that the saturation 
of the augmented attainable set, sat(&i), has nonempty interior relative to a 
certain subspace of R x W, . (l) As is pointed out in Remark 3.1 below, a 
necessary condition for sat(&$ to have nonempty interior in R x ‘Wil’ is 
that the rank of B(t) be n a.e. on [tr - h, tr]. Strengthened forms of this 
necessary condition (e.g., B continuous and B(t) has rank n at each t in 
[ti - h, tr]) can easily be shown to imply sat(-$o) has nonempty interior 
relative to R x WL’). 
In this paper we shall omit all discussions concerning motivation for the 
problems studied here. Comments on that aspect of these problems, along 
with a number of solved examples, can be found in [l, 2, 9). Moreover, in [I] 
one will find a general survey of results and techniques involved in questions 
of controllability, existence of optimal controls, and necessary and sufficient 
conditions for optimality for control problems with function space boundary 
conditions and functional differential equation systems. 
2. NOTATION AND FORMULATION OF THE OPTIMAL CONTROL PROBLEMS 
The symbol dcD, denotes the collection of all p x 4 real matrices with a 
suitable matrix norm. The functions t H A,(t), i = 1, 2, 3 and t t-+ B(t) 
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in (1.1) which map R (the set .of real numbers) into Pn, and 3a11a ) respectiveiy, 
are assumed to be continuous. In addition A, is assumed to be continuously 
differentiable on R. The symbol L,( [u, b] , RP) denotes the usual Hilbert space 
of “‘square integrable” functions from [a, b] into AD [5]. In all cases where 
the notion of measure intervenes Lebesgue measure is understood unless 
stated expressly to the contrary. We use %‘~‘([a, b], Rp) to denote the 
Sobolev space consisting of all absolutely continuous functions X: [a, b] -+ 1;~ 
with the property that the function t I-+ k(t) = (d%/&)(t) belongs to 
L&u, 67, Rp). The space I@‘([u, b], R P is a Hilbert space with inner product ) 
defined by 
(x7 Y> = <x(4, Y(4) + 1” <w, j(t)> 4 
a 
for x, y E Wp)([a, b], RP) (the angle brackets on the right stand for the usual 
inner product of vectors in Rp). All vectors x E Rp will be viewed as column 
vectors ( p X 1 matrices), and we use A* to denote the transpose of a matrix 
AE2&. 
Suppose h > 0 is the time lag in system (1 .l) and X: Et0 - h, tr] -+ .@ 
Then for t E [to, t;l, zt denotes the function on t--h, O] defined by 
%(fq = x(t + q, -ii<e<o. 
If y E W$r’([-h, 01, R”) and u ~Ls([t,, , tJ, Rm) are given, then x(., 4p, u) 
is the response function, t t+ x(t, 40, u), t, < t < t, , to (1.1) with control 
u and initial condition 
Xt, = P WI 
Let L: R x Ra x Rm ---f R be a given continuous function, and define 
J(x, 24) = fIL(t, x, u) lit. (2.2) 
Let 5 be another function in I&?([---h, 01, R”). The type of optimization 
problems which we shall examine is that of minimizing (globally) J($ ZJ) on 
the class of all controllers u EL2([t0, t,], R”) such that (2.1), (l-l), 
xtt = 1, (2.3) 
and / 1(7(x, u)l, < 00 are satisfied. The time interval [to , tJ with fr > t,, -/- h 
will be fixed in our discussion. 
The attainable set at time t, starting from initial function p is defined by 
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The corresponding augmented attainable set is given by 
-g; = Rfl, X&Y v’, u))l u E-h@0 , tJ, R”), 
x0 = J(4.F 94 g, 4, I ix0 I -=c 6. 
(2.5) 
The saturation of J$; is defined by 
(2.6) 
Let X(t, s) be the unique n x n matrix solution to the following integral 
equation 
(2.7) 
for to < s < t ,( tl subject to conditions 
X(t, t) = I, X(t, s) = 0 for s > t, (2.8) 
where I is the n x n identity matrix. The matrix function X is of bounded 
variation on [to, tl] in both variables separately. For discussion of this and 
other properties of X see [2, 3, 71. The variation of constants formula for 
(1.1) gives 
x(t, FJ, 4 = 46 P, 0) + ,:, X(t, s)W)u(s) 4 to < t =g t1 . (2.9) 
We now state some hypotheses that will be referred to constantly in the 
sequel. 
(HI) ;tk ;h - 4 = 1:” X(tl - h, s)B(s)B* (s)X* (tl - k,s) ds has 
(H2) There exist bounded measurable matrix functions I-, ; I’,: 
[tl - h, tl] -+ 9& such that 
44 = wvl(t) 
t 
t _ h ( t ( t 
Aa(t) = B(t)T,(t) ’ l ’ ’ l * 
(H3) B+(t), the generalized (or pseudo-) inverse of B(t) (see [14, or 16]), 
is bounded on [tl - h, tr]. 
Remark 2.1. It is noted that if B*(t) B(t) is invertible for each t e [tl - h, t,], 
then B+(t) = [B*(t) B(t)]-‘B*(t) for t E [tl - h, tl]. On the other hand, if 
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B(t) B*(t) is invertible for each t E [Ed - h, tr], then B+(t) = B*(t)[B(t) B*(t)]-r. 
Thus in either of these cases (H3) is a consequence of the contirmity of 
t w B(t). Of the two situations, the former often proves to be the most useful 
(cf. the example in Section 3). 
Remark 2.2. The above two situations are special cases of instances 
where B(t) has constant rank for t E Et1 - h, Q. In all cases where B(t) has 
this property, hypothesis (EI3) is satisfied. This follows from the ~on~~~uity 
of t I--+ B(t) plus the fact that the mapping C t-t C+ of Z&, into .S$,, is 
continuous on regions of Zn,,, where the rank is constant [16]. 
3. A CLOSURE LEMilfA 
In this section we establish the following fundamental closure lemma. 
LEMMA 3.1. If (Hl)-(H3) are satisfied, then J& is a cbsed linear manifold 
in W;+h, 01, Rn). 
Roof. Consistent with the notation in (2.4) d0 represents the set in (2.4) 
with F = 0, It is easy to show that Jaz C FQ?‘([--h, 0], Ip”). The variation of 
constants formula (2.9) clearly implies &s is a linear manifold. Thus we need 
only prove that &s is closed in lKjl)([ - h, O], Rn). Let p be a positive integer* 
Define 
where 11 P j\a denotes the norm of zt inLz([to , $1, @j, A very simple ~~rn~nt 
using the weak compactness (in L,) of the set (Q EL&‘&, , tJ, R”) \ 11 u \[a <p) 
and the variation of constants formula will show that 
adO” is a closed subset of @?~‘([A, 01, IF), p = 1, 2, 3,... . (3.I) 
Now suppose that yv = xbl(*, 0, ZP) E J;s, , u = 1,2, 3 ,... and yV --+ y in 
Fip([-h, Of, IF). w e must show that there is a ZJ E &([t,, , frJ, P) such that 
y = x.t,(*, 0, u). Let i be an abbreviation for the function t M- ~(t, 0, up), 
t - h < t < t1 . Define a control 22y on the interval [h, tir - h] by the 
equation 
u”(t) = B*(t) X”ft, - h, t) 8, t, < t < t1 - h, P-3 
where p E Rs is the solution to 
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This equation has a unique solution by hypothesis (Hl). Moreover, since the 
sequence xv(tl - h) converges, the same can be said for the sequence %. 
It follows at once from (2.9) that 
x(tl - h, 0, zZ”) = x”(tl - h). (3.3) 
Also since the sequence p is bounded, the sequence Gy is bounded in 
L,([t, , tl - h], P). Observe that 
i”(t) - Ag(t) x”(t) = B(t)[T,(t) k”(t - h) + r3(t) x”(t - h) + u”(t)] (3.4) 
a.e. on [t,, , tr] by hypothesis (H2) applied to the differential Eq. (1.1). Define 
p”(t) = Tl(t) ?(t - h) + F3(t) x”(t - h) + u”(t) 
From (3.4) we have that 
a.e. on [tl - h, tJ. 
B(t)p = k”(t) - A,(t) x”(t) (3.5) 
has a solutionpY(t) a.e. on [tl - h, tr] so that z?‘(t) - A,(t) x”(t) is in the range 
space of the linear transformation B(t) a.e. on [tl - h, tl]. Consequently, 
j+(t) GE B+(t)[*“(t) - A&t) x”(t)] (3.6) 
tr - h ,< t < tl is also a solution to (3.5) a.e. on [tl - h, t,]:By hypothesis 
yv = xtl(., 0, U) -+ y in Wi”([-h, 01, P) so that (3.6) and hypothesis (H3) 
imply that p is a bounded sequence inL,([tr - h, tJ, R”). Let f” = x( ., 0, zP) 
on [to , tl - h] where 22” is given in (3.2) on the interval [to , tl - h]. Extend 
the control CV to the entire interval [t,, , tl] by defining 
u’“(t) z p”‘(t) - Fl(t) P(t - h) - P3(t) a”(t - h) (3.7) 
for tl - h < t < tl . Since z!P is a bounded sequence inL,([t, , tl - h], Ii”), 
hypothesis (H2), the variation of constants formula (2.9), and the fact that 
H” is a bounded sequence in L,-norm imply that the sequence of functions Ezy 
defined on [ts , t;l by (3.2) and (3.7) is a bounded sequence inL,([t,, , t,], R”). 
Moreover, fV.is also extended to all of [t, , tl] by defining 5? = x(*, 0, z?), and 
the construction above gives XT = yV. The situation now reverts to statement 
‘(3.1) to give immediately the1 existence of a u E L,([t,, , t,], Rm) such that 
zctl(., 0, U) = y. This proves the lemma. 
LEMMA 3.2. Let Q: [t,, , t,] -+ -Ep,, , and N: [ts , tl] -+ Zi, be continuous. 
Let Q(t) be symmet& and positive semidejkite, and let N(t) be symmetric and 
positive definite for each t E [to , 1 t I. Let W, *, 4 = (x, Q(W + <u, N(t)@, 
tE[tt,tl], XER”, UER”: Then sat(&i) is. a closed convex subset of 
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R x W~y[--h, 01, R%). M oreover, sat(&i) izas a nonempty interior relative to 
R x d0 if (Hl)-(H3) are sati$ied. 
Proof. The convexity of sat(&$ is an easy consequence of the convexity 
of the function L in x, U, and the variation of constants formula (2.9). A weak 
compactness argument similar to that given in [12, p. 2323 will establish that 
sat(&$ is closed in Wlr’([-h, 01, P). The details are omitted. Now let 
hypotheses (Hl)-(H3) b e satisfied. Let B, , E > 0, be the open ball with 
radius E and center 0 in I&‘$‘)([--h, 01, R”). Let B,(&) = B, n do. It is not 
difficult to establish that there is a constant M = M(E) > 0 such that if 
y E BE(dO) there is a u” E L&to, tr], R”) whose L,-norm does not exceed M 
such that y = xti (., 0,22). The demonstration that such an M exists and the 
construction of i is entirely similar to the construction of the sequence 27” 
in (3.2) and (3.7) and will not be repeated here. A simple calculation now 
shows that there is an H = H, such that 
for y = x~,(*, 0, 6) E B<(&a) and th e u’ is as above with La-norm not exceeding 
M. The constant H depends only on E > 0 and M(E). Hence since the 
function xt, = 0 is in d0 we have that 
W, ~0) x B&G) C sat(&) 
and the lemma is proved. 
Remark 3.1. We shall give a geometric proof of the maximum principle 
for the optimization problem formulated in Section 2 with quadratic cost 
functional. To do this one needs to know when the closed convex set sat(&i) 
has the property that through every boundary point there is a support 
hyperplane for sat(&$. Klee [ll] has given an example which shows that this 
cannot be expected in general. For example, C = (4 = (P} / 5 E Za , f” 2 0 t/k) 
is a closed convex set in la in which each point is a boundary point. But C is 
supported only at points having at least one zero coordinate. When the 
hypotheses (Hl)-(H3) are imposed, then sat&&) has nonempty interior 
relative to A x dO. Since R x d0 is a closed subspace of R x Will[[ --h, 0], p) 
by Lemma 3.1, it is also a Hilbert space with the inner product inherited from 
A x Wi”([-h, 01, P). Thus sat&&) has a support hyperplane through each 
relative boundary point [13, p. 1331. Since Ii x &, is self-dual the linear 
functional representing a given support hyperplane for sat(&i) is merely an 
element of R x do. 
Remark 3.2. In general, the interior of sat&&) in R x Wi”([-k, 01, Rn) is 
empty. If the interior of sat(&$ is not empty, then it is easily shown that do 
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has nonempty interior in W,‘r’([---h, 01, P). Since &a is a linear manifoId, 
we have that &a = W:r)([--la, 01, R”). This has very restrictive implications. 
That is, given any y E IV’ir)([-h, 01, R”), there is a u ~La([t,, , t,], R”) such 
that (1.1) is satisfied with boundary conditions 
Thus in the case of retarded systems (A, = 0) we have 
a.e. on [tr - h, tJ. Since y E W~l’([--h, 01, P) is arbitrary, the left hand 
side of (3.8) can be any function in L2([tl - h, tr], R”). The function II and 
hence the function t +-+ x(t - h) (which depends on u on the interval 
[t, , tr - h]) are dependent on the choice of y. By a simple argument it can be 
shown in a manner entirely similar to the proof of Lemma 3.1 in [9] that the 
rank of B(t) must be n a.e. on [tr - h, t,]. In many practical problems this 
would be a clearly undesirable assumption. 
Remark 3.3. Algebraic criteria to insure that hypothesis (Hl) is satisfied 
are known in the case of retarded equations (e.g., see [lo, 18-201). For neutral 
equations the following simple observation generates useable criteria which 
imply (Hl). Assume that system (1.1) is autonomous (A,, i = 1,2, 3, and B 
do not depend on t). Suppose the ordinary control system 
R = A,x $ Bu w  
is controllable in the usual sense 1121. This is equivalent to assuming 
Fbnk[B, A, B ,.,., A;-%] = n. (3.10) 
Then condition (Hl) is satisfied for the autonomous system 
qt) = A&t - h) + A&t) + A&t - h) + Wt). (3.11) 
In order to see this observe that if 0 < 6 < h, then 
= G(t, - h - 6, tl - h) + s::-?X(tl - h, s) BB*X*(t, - h, s) ds. 
Since both terms on the right hand side of this equation are symmetric and 
positive semidefinite, it follows that G(t, - h - 6, tr - h) being positive 
definite will imply that G(t,, , tr - h) is positive definite thereby showing 
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wo 7 5 - h} has rank 31. Thus the question is reduced to v~~~~~ 
G{t, - h - 8, t1 - h) has rank n. Appealing to (2.7) we find that 
which has rank 7t by (3.10) (see [12]). 
EXAMPLE 3.1. Let a+, a, ,... ~ a,, , b, ) 4 ,..., 6, be given real numbers. 
Define 
Then hypothesis (H2) is validated by choosing 
r, = (0, o,..., b$.J, 
Also (3.10) is true for this example so that Remark 3.3 shows that (Ml) is 
satisfied. Moreover B*B = I so that Remark 2.1 gives that hypotheses (H3) 
is fulfilled. Thus we see that ah of our results apply to the general n&th order 
scalar autonomous neutral equations of the form 
One can extend H&nay’s ~guments in [6] to show (see IJ]) that 3 
8, q: r---h, 0] ---t A are such that 
9, = (& .!j ,...) p-1)) E T/v,o’([--h, 01, R”), 
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then there is a control u such that (1.1) (with Ai , i = 1,2,3, and B as listed 
above), (2.1), and (2.3) are all satisfied. This can be regarded as an extension 
of the remarks of Kirillova and Curakova [lo] and Halanay [6] pointing out 
that scalar retarded equations ((3.12) with b, = 0) are always controllable to 
the zero function. 
Remark 3.4. It is clear from the proof of Lemma 3.1 that if 
5 E W~i)([-& 01, RR”) and [(t - tJ - A,(t) ((t - tl) is in the image of B(t) 
for almost every t in [tl - h, t,], and if hypotheses (HI)-(H3) are satisfied, 
then there is a 21 ~Ls([t,, , t,], Rr”) such that (l.l), (2.1) and (2.3) are satisfied. 
It is precisely this situation that obtains in the controllability remarks in 
Example 3.1. 
4. NECESSARY CONDITIONS FOR OPTIMAL CONTROL 
In this section necessary conditions for the optimization problem posed in 
Section 2 are obtained. 
THEOREM 4.1. SupposeL(t, x, u) = <x, Q(t)x) + <u, N(t)+, to < t < tl , 
x E R”, u E Rm, where Q and N are as in Lemma 3.2. Let (P) denote the problem 
of minimizing (globally) the functional J in (2.2) subject to (l.l), (2.1), (2.3), 
and u fxLZ([tO , tI], R”). Then the following two propositions are valid: 
(A) Problem (P) h as at most one solution. Moreover, if there is at least one 
u EL&& , t;l, RZm) such that (3.1), (2.1), and (2.3) are satisfied, then problem 
(P) has at least one solution. 
(B) Let the hypotheses (HI)-(H3) 6 e satisjied. Suppose (s, ii) is a solution 
to Problem (P). Then there is a square integrable function II: [t, , tl] -+ Ii” which 
is constant outside of [tI - h, t;l such that 
(i) aL/&(t, g(t), n(t))* - #(t)*B(t) = 0 a.e. on [t, , tl], where 4 is 
a solution to the adjoint relations, 
(ii) 4(t)* = p(t)* + #(t + h)*Adt + h) + fLn #(s)*~(s) ds 
+ j:’ [- ;(s, a(s), +I> + ~(s)*.&(sIl 6 to < t < tl > 
w = 0 if t > tl . 
Proof of Theorem 4.1. The questions of existence and uniqueness of the 
optimal control were discussed in [2, 91. Thus we consider only the proof of 
the necessary conditions. Suppose G, 2 = x(., p, ti) is a solution to problem 
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(I’). We will consider only the special case where 9 E 0. Since x(t, y, U) = 
x(t, C,D, 0) + x(t, 0, u), the general result is obtained by appropriately trans- 
lating the special case we consider. Thus z = x(+, 0, a). It follows at once 
that (so, ZC~,) must belong to the boundary of sat(z@$ relative to R x doI 
where 
In view of Lemma 3.2 and the supporting hyperplane theorem [13, p. 1331 
there is a nonzero element (cx”, A) E R x Jalb such that 
oqoo - x0) + g,- Xtl , A) > 0 (4.1) 
for each (x0, x6,) E .J$; . Suppose 01~ = 0. Then 
et1 - xtz > 9 2 Q 
for every xtl E do. Since do is a linear space and h E ,Qe, then --A E ,(ie, . 
So choose xtr and ftl such that 
Then both (A, A> > 0 and -(A, A) >, 0. I-Ience h = 0 and (&, A) = (0, 0), 
a contradiction. Since the scalar 01~ # 0 we may assume a0 = -1 and (4.1) 
becomes 
for each (x0, xt,) E JZZ~ , where xt = xt,(*, 0, U) for some admissible U. In the 
rest of this section the zero initial function is understood, unless explicitly 
stated otherwise. Hence we shall abbreviate x(t, 0, U) with x(t, u). The 
variation of constants formula (2.9) gives 
The mapping, u I-+ x(., U) is a bounded linear operator from E&t, , t;l, R”) 
into Wil)([to , tr], R*). Now u H x0 = 1(x(*, u), ti) = J(U) is a Frechet 
differentiable mapping of L,([t, , tl], R”) into R. We will use the notation 
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noting that in fact 
We keep the calculations in terms of the function L to facilitate the proof of 
the next theorem. Applying (4.3) and Fubini’s theorem, it is determined that 
x0 - GP = J(u) - &I(@) = J’(fqv) + o(ll ‘0 112) 
(4.4) 
where v G u - R. The second term on the left hand side of (4.2) must also 
be calculated. From the definition of the inner product in @‘j’)([---h, 01, P), 
we get 
where again v z u - C. This can be written 
+ ,I’_, @(t, v), A(t - G)> dt. (4.6) 
1 
The function x(*, v) satisfies the differential equation (1 .I) so (4.6) implies 
<Xtl - q, A> = <#I - h, 4, X(--h)) 
+ I:‘_, <&t - 23, 4(tP(t - 4 4 + 4,(W, v) 
1 
+ A&)$ - 4 v) + WV(t)> dt. (4.7) 
Since h and v are equal almost everywhere to Bore1 measurable functions 
[17, p. 2781, we can assume x and v are Bore1 measurable. Indeed, for x we 
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shall abide by the following convention: When we write 1 we mean that 
where g(t) = lim SUP,+,~ n[A(t + l/n) - h(t)], t E E---h, O], and E, = g-l((cof). 
Since h is absolutely continuous on [--h, 0], the set Eb has measure zero, and 
(dh/dt)(t) = g(t) at every point where h is differentiable. The function g is 
Bore1 measurable which implies E. is a Bore1 measurable set. Hence x 
interpreted as above is Bore1 measurable. 
By making an appropriate change of variables in the integral in (4.7) and 
using (4.3) the integral term in (4.7) can be written as 
ryh (x(t + h - t1), at + wt [f, X(4 MwJ(4 ds]) 1 
+ ,;:, (xct + h - t,), A& + $I f, X(4 s)B(s)v(s) asj at 
+ f’ (Act - tl), [A,(t) s’ qt, s)q+o) ds + WMt)]) 4 (4.8) +.h to 
where the first integral is understood in the Lebesgue-Stieltjes sense. 
Applying the unsymmetric Fubini theorem f4] to the first integral and the 
usual Fubini theorem to the remaining two the expression in (4.8) becomes 
$1 
f Is 
t+a 
x(t + h - t,)*A,(t + h)d, X(t, s) 
to tr2h 
+ /::a 
ii(t + h - tl)*A3(t + h)X(t, s> dt 
1 
+ S:lh ii(t - t,)*B(t)v(t) dt. 1 (4.9) 
Thus the expression in (4.9) is the same thing as the integral term in (4.5). 
Extend the Bore1 measurable function x as follows: 
X(s) EC 0, sf$ i---h, 01. (4.10) 
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Hence (4.2) can be rewrittCn using (4.4), (4.5), (4.9), and (4.10) to obtain 
-(S - x0) + (q - Xt, , A) 
zzz j;;Lu(s)*v(s) ds + jr [ j:tit)*X(t, s) dt] B(s)u(s) ds 
- j;: A(---h)*X(t, - h, s)B(s)v(s) ds - j;; &s - tl)*B(s)v(s) ds 
h 
- 
s is 
tch 
i(t + h - tl)*Al(t + h)d,X(t, s) 
to +2h / 
+ ,:‘I;* il(t + h - tJ*&(t + h)X(t, s) dt 1 
+ I:‘-, 
X(t - tJ*Ag(t)X(tj S) dt/ B(s)v(s) dS + o(J/‘v 112) 2 0, (4.11) 
1 
for v  E ZJ - Al (ZI was also taken to be Bore1 measurable as was A). De&e a 
function # by the following equations: 
7)(s)* z3 X(s - tJ* + A(--h)*X(t, - h, s) 
- j;&(t)*X(t, s) dt + jr-, ii(t - t,)*A,(t)X(t, s) dt 
1 
for to ,( s < tl , and 
as)* = 0, s > tl 
Then we can write the inequality in (4.11) as 
s ; LW* - W*JWIW ds + 4llt~ IIJ 2 0, 
for v  = u - a and u an admissible controller. We conclude that 
g(s)* FE lq&(s)” - yqs)“B(s) = 0 a.e. on [to , tl]. 
(4.12) 
(4.13) 
(4.14) 
(4.15) 
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To see that this is true just observe that the v in (4.14) is in fact an arbitrary 
function in L&t,, , tr], R”). Thus define 
v,(s) = -g(s), t, B s d t, , 
and use aC in (4.14) to obtain 
--E Ilg ii; 4 O(E) 3 0. 
This implies [j g /I2 = 0 so that (4.15) follows at once. We now give a lemma 
which will complete the proof of Theorem 4.1. 
LEMMA 4.1. The function Z/I defined by (4.12) and (4.13) satis$es the adjoint 
epation (Theorem 4.1 (B), co?zdition (ii)). 
The proof of this statement involves some tedious calculations which will 
be deferred to an appendix. 
Remark 4.2. It is noted that condition (i) of Theorem 4.1 gives 
q(t) = g[N(t)-%*(t) $(t)] a.e. on [to, tJ. 
Since N(t) is positive definite, this clearly implies 
-I& a(t), ii(t)) + +*(t)B(t)s(t) = uy;$--L(4 W, 4 + ~*(W(f)~] (4.16) 
a.e. on [to, tJ. Indeed, in the geometric proof of Theorem 4.1 when we 
reached inequality (4.2) we could have taken a different tack and extended 
the proof in [IZ, p. 2141 so that (4.16) would, have resulted from our computa- 
tions first and (4.15) would have been a consequence. We chose the approach 
we did in order to dovetail the proofs of Theorems 4.1 and 4.2. However, 
using the modified approach just suggested one can easily extend our methods 
to cover more general convex problems where 
qt, x, u) = fO(t, x) + hO(t, 2.4) 
and f”, ho satisfy suitable growth, smoothness, and convexity assumptions 
[12, pp. 2061. Finally we note that the necessary conditions in Theorem 4.1 
turn out to also be sufficient conditions for (g, %) to be a solution to problem 
(P) for retarded systems (A, zz 0) [9]. F or neutral systems the situation is 
more involved. At this time we will merely observe that that if the necessary 
conditions of Theorem 4.1 (B) are fulfilled by the pair I$, G) and if Z/J is of 
bounded variation, then (z, G) is optimal [2]. In many examples [Z, 9]‘, 
z+$ does indeed turn out to be of bounded variation. 
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Now let us just assume that L: R x Rn x R” --t R is a continuous mapping 
with continuous first partial derivatives with respect to x and u. We further 
assume 
for each u EL~([& , t;l, R”), and that J: L,([t, , ti], R”) -+ R is continuously 
differentiable at each u EL&[& , t;l, R”) with 
(4.17) 
et EL~([~~ , t.J, R”). This implicitly requires certain types of growth assump- 
tions on L, aLlax, and aL/au which we shall not make explicit [9]. We want 
to exhibit another derivation of necessary conditions for problem (P). These 
results cover the case explicitly stated in Theorem 4.1. However, the approach 
in Theorem 4.1 in addition to providing geometric insight, is often easier to 
extend to other types of problems than is the Lagrange Multiplier derivation 
in Theorem 4.2. 
THEOREM 4.2. Let L satisfy the conditions stated in the preceding paragraph. 
Let hypotheses (Hl)-(H3) 6 e satisjed. If (3, @) is a solution to problem (P), 
then the conditions (i) and (ii) of Theorem 4.1 (B) must be satisjied. 
Proof. Just as in the proof of Theorem 4.1 no loss of generality results in 
assuming p = 0 in (2.1). Since (5 ZX) is a solution to Problem (P), xt,( a, 0, %) = 5 
(5 is the function in (2.3)). Thus 5 E do . ,Moreover, the mapping 
maps L&t,, t;l, R”) into d0 and 
u * xtl(-,- 0, 4, u E -UP, , 4, R”) 
is a bounded linear operator. Thus problem (I’) is that of minimizing J(u) 
subject to 
xtl(-, 0, 4 - 5 = 0, u EL& , &I, Rm). 
In view of the results in Section 3, the Lagrange multiplier theorem 113, p. 2431 
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applies to this constrained minimization problem. Hence there exists 
h E ?V~r’([---h, 01, Rn) such that 
for every 21 EL&~,, , tJ, P). N ow x(., 0, V) is just an abbreviation for the 
function 
/ 
0, t, - h < t < to ) 
x(t, 0, w) = 
s :,x(4 ~)W)4~) 4 
t, < t < tl . (4.19) 
In the proof of Theorem 4.1 inequalities (4.2) and (4.4) are combined to write 
(4.20) 
for each ZI EL&~, , tr], P). It is then clear that the same’manipulations that 
led to (i) and (ii) in Theorem 4.1 yield the same result when applied to (4.18). 
APPENDIX 
In this appendix we will verify Lemma 4.1, i.e., the function $ defined 
by (4.12) and (4.13) with convention (4.10) satisfies the adjoint equation (ii) 
in Theorem 4.1 (B). W e note that (4.12) and (4.13) with convention (4.10) 
are equivalent to 
4(s)” = X(s - tl)* + A(---h)*X(t, - h, s) - j%,(t)*X(t, s) dt 
s 
+ s,“‘, i(t - tl)*A2(t)X(t, s) dt + i(s + h - t,)*A,(s + h) 1 
+ s:‘” X(t + h - t1)*As(t + h)X(t, s) at 
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for all s 3 t, . First assuming s < tl - h and using (2.7) and (2.8) in (A.l) 
we obtain 
a)(s)* = X(s - tJ* + A(4)” ]I + x(tl - A, s + Q4& + h) 
+ j; X(4 44(4 da + j:,, X(t, &%(a) da! dt 
+ X(s + h - tJ*A,(s + h) 
+ s::” A(t + h - tJ*A,(t + h)d, ]I + X(t, s + h&4& + h) 
+ j:X@> 444 da + j”,, X(t, 444 dj 
+ j”” X(t + h - t,>*A,(t + h) ]I + X(t, s + h).A& + h) 
+ j", X(4 444 da + j:,, X(4 +%(4 da! dt. 
64.2) 
Interchanging orders of integration several times, collecting terms, and 
applying (2.8) we can rewrite (A.2) as 
z/(s)* = X(s - tl)* + X(-h)* - j?=z(t)* dt 
s 
+ jr-, 
X(t - tl)*A2(t) dt + ii(s + h - t,)“A,(s + h) 
1 
+ j?” X(t + h - tJ*&(t 4 A) dt 
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-t- pw*X(t, - h, s + h) - jI’L,(t)*x(t, s + h) dt 
9 
+ s:‘n 
ii(t - tJ*A&)X(t, s + h) dt 
1 
-I- s 
+-h 
s+ X(t + h - tJ*J%(t + 44 X(t, s -I- h) 
+ jt1-h i(t + h - t,)*A,(t + h)X(t, s + h) dt\ A& + h) 
s 
+ jt’ 1X(--h)*X(t, - h, a) - f%&)*X(t, a) dt 
s s 
+ jy-,“(t - tl)*A,(t)X(t, a) dt 
1 
+ St’-” h(t + h - tl)*A3(t + h)X(t, a) dt\ k&(a) da 
s 
t1 
+ 
s I 
A(---h)“X(t, 
s+h 
- h, a) - j?&)-X(t,, a) dt 
s 
i’ 
h 
-I- X(t - td*4,(WV, 4 dt 
tl-h 
+ ,k” h(t + h - tJ*&(t + h)d, X(t, a) 
+ jtl-h i(t + h - t,)*A& + h)X(t, a) dt\ A&) da. 
s 
Now Eq. (A.3) is the same as 
a&s)* = >(s - t,)” + X(--h)* - j?,(t)* dt 
s 
+ j”(s + h - t,)* + A(--h)“X(t, - h, s + h) 
CA.31 
s 
t1 
- r;,(t)*X(t, s + h) dt 
s-l-h 
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+ I”,:-: X(t + h - tl)*A3(t + h)X(t, s + h) dt 
+ I” j+h)*x(t, - k 4 + A(a - Q* 
s 
- St’t,(t)*X(t, a) dt + I;-, X(t - tJ*A,(t)X(t, a) dt 
OL 1 
+ & + h - t,)*4(a + 4 
i(t + h - tl)*Al(t + h)d, X(t, a) 
+ f’-lh X(t + h - tl)*A3(t + h)X(t, a) dt\ A&) da 
a 
+ ,Zh 1% - t,)” + A(--h)“X(t, - h, a) 
I 
$1 - L,(t) *X(t, a) dt 
OL 
+ .(-, 
A(t - tl)*A,(t)X(t, a) dt + & + h - tl)*Al(s + h) 
1 
l(t + h - tl>*Mt + Wt -W, 4 
+ It’-” A(t + h - tl)*A3(t + h)X(t, a) dt/ Aa(a) da. 
a 
(A4 
Comparing (A.4) with (A.l) we find that 
VW* = X(s - tl)* + h(4)” - j%Jt)* dt + #(s + h)*A& + A) * 
(A.5) 
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We turn now to the case where tl - h < s 4 tl . From (A.lf, (2.71, (2.Q 
and (4.10) we have 
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and 
-z/(s)* = 0 if s > tl . 
Applying (A.9) and (A.lO) in (A.@ and (A.8) we have that 
(A. 10) 
for s E [to , tI]. This completes the proof of Lemma 4.1. 
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